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Unit 3 Vocabulary Quiz
For each number below, choose a word from the box that means the same as the words in
bold. Write the word in the space provided. For extra credit, write the part of speech next
to each word.
adapt

beneficial

distinct

facilitate

interact

1. To make it easier for the employees to remember their work schedules, the
manager made a master schedule and posted it in the break room. Which word
means to make something easier? __facilitate (v)____________________
2. When Elias started middle school, he was tired every day until his body changed
and got used to waking up earlier. Which word means to change or get used to
something? ___adapt (v)_________________
3. I love to spend time with my cousins – we always laugh a lot and have a good
time together. Which word means to get together or spend time with others?
__interact (v)__________________
4. Marta tried to convince her dad that buying her a cell phone would be really
helpful and would improve their communication. Which word can we use for
something that is helpful or improves your life? __beneficial (adj)___________
5. The word ‘disrupt’ has two different parts – the prefix ‘dis’ and the root ‘rupt.’
Which word means different? __distinct (adj)_________________
(OVER)
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prescribe

competent

economy

global

inevitable

1. I asked Joshua to make my cabinets because he is a really skilled carpenter. What
word means skilled or able to do something? __competent (adj)____________
2. After Jasmin skipped school, it was impossible for her to avoid getting in school
suspension. Which word means impossible to avoid? __inevitable (adj)________
3. We all have to take care of the environment because it’s something that affects
the whole word. Which word means something that happens in the whole
world? _global (adj)___________________
4. The trainer required a daily exercise routine to help his client get into shape.
Which word means to require or strongly recommend? ___prescribe (v)_____
5. Because of the bad financialsituation, the library had to end the daily story hour
for young children. Which word refers to a finances or money?
___economy_(n)________________

Part B: Underline the root in each word. Next to each word, write the root and what
the rootmeans. Also write another word with the same root.
1. dictionary: The root is ____-dict-__ and it means _to say/tell_. Another word with
the same root is _dictate, diction, predict, dictator, etc.__.
2. inscribe: The root is _-scrib/script-_ and it means __to write__. Another word with
the same root is _prescribe, prescription, describe, description, subscribe,
subscription, etc._.

Part C: Circle the words that use in/im/il/ir- as a prefix: impossible, irresponsible,
image, ink, ineffective
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